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The Fitting Line Problem in the Laguerre Geometry
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We address the problem of computing the fitting line of a set
of circles in the Laguerre metric, that minimizes the distance
to the farthest circle. To solve the fitting line problem we introduce a generalization of the concept of the width of a set
of points using the Laguerre metric. We also present an efficient algorithm for finding the fitting line of a set of circles
using minimization diagrams with running time  ,
for any   .
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The Laguerre geometry is a geometry of the oriented
spheres, originated from the space of generalized spheres [5,
Section 20.6.4, p. 137]. In the Laguerre geometry, circles
and lines are oriented: two circles have at most two common
tangents. The classical problems in the Laguerre geometry
that have been studied in computational geometry are (see
[7]): the point inclusion in a union of circles, finding the
connected components of a set of circles, and finding the
contour of the union of circles. These problems have been
successfully handled by using the Laguerre diagram, that is
the generalization of the Voronoi diagram to the Laguerre
geometry (see [7]).
In this paper, we present an algorithm for the determination of the fitting line of a set of circles in the Laguerre metric, that minimizes the distance to the farthest circle. The
definition of the fitting line in the Laguerre geometry differs
from the definition in the Euclidean geometry in the following way: the distance that is being minimized is the maximum Laguerre distance from the projection of a circle centre
on the axis to the circle. The Laguerre metric between a
point and a circle is the square root of the power of the point
relatively to the circle. The concept of power, is intrinsically
connected to the inversive geometry, and to the space of generalized spheres (see [4, Section 10.7.10 p. 175]. While in
the Euclidean geometry, there exists a relationship between
the width of a set of points and their convex hull, we will
see that this relationship needs some care in the case of the
Laguerre geometry. From this problem of the fitting line in
the Laguerre geometry, we introduce a generalization of the
concept of the minimal width of a set of points in the Laguerre metric. In order to introduce our generalization of the
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width in the Laguerre geometry, we will explore all the possible generalization alternatives, and see which one relates to
the problem of the fitting line.
The width of a set of circles has a practical application in
robotics: the length of the arm of a robot that would pick
circular objects along a linear trajectory.
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Let >? be the Euclidean plane by > and let >A@ be
the three dimensional vector space where the distance between
L two points CBED-FHG DIFJ-DK and B F=G FHJ  is defined

  
 B)DMNB   PO CG DQMRG    MSCJDPMRJ    provided that
B D MRB    O G D MNG   UT VJ D MRJ    . In the Laguerre
geometry, a point WXBYF=G)FHJ7 in >Q@ is mapped to a directed
circle Z in the Euclidean plane >Q with the centre BYF=G, , radius [ J)[ , and direction corresponding to the sign of J . Let
\^] >?@`_ba denote this map \ 8W)dceZ . The Laguerre distance between two points of > @ corresponds to the length of

by

the common tangent (defined by the respective directions) of
the corresponding two circles. The Laguerre distance from a
point and a circle whose interior does not contain that point
is the square root of the power of the point with respect to
the circle. Let f be a point of >Q . Let ghji+F=k denote the
circle with centre i and the radius k . Its equation is given
by glCB+mcn where glCB+mcnopjiqFHB+  Mrk- (see [6]). The
power of the point f with respect to the circle g is defined
as [6]: glCflscUopCi+FHfl  Mtk- . If ghCf`ucU , the point f
is on glViqFHk , if glCflwve , the point f is inside ghCi+F=k ,
if glf`tx , f is outside ghjiqFHk . If we take any line
y passing through f and intersecting glCi+FHk- , at the intersection points z and z|{ , we have the following property [6]:
M_
M _ zP} fh
fh
z {sc~ghCf` . Now consider two circles glCi+F=k and
g { ji { FHk {  . The locus of points whose power with respect to
ghCi+F=k equals their power with respect to gu{<Vi {jFHkI{$ is called
the radical axis or chordale of glCi+F=k and gp{<ji {VF=k-{$ . This
 i){ (see Berger [4, Seclocus is defined if, and only if ic
tion 10.7.10.1, p. 175]). In the case where it is defined, its
M$_
equation is: g;CB+wcg{B) , and it is orthogonal to i i7{ [4,
Section 10.7.10.1, p. 175].
The Laguerre geometry in >u@ is actually a generalization
of Euclidean geometry in > ( Jc ). In this paper we generalize the notion of the (Euclidean) width of a set of points
and introduce a new notion of Laguerre width. There are a
few equivalent definitions of the Euclidean width [3]. One
definition of the width of a set > is the minimum distance between two parallel supporting lines. One possible
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Figure 1: a) Euclidean width. b,c) Laguerre fitting line.
way to define Laguerre width of a set >u@ is to take the
minimum distance between two parallel supporting lines of a
set of circles \ V . It does not lead to a new notion because
it corresponds to the Euclidean width of the union of circles
\ Cw .
Another definition of the Euclidean width can be expressed iny terms of the fitting line y in the plane. For a set
and a line the fitting distance +5z%  is defined as the
largest
y . The
distance from a point of to its nearest point on
fity
ting line for a set U> is defined as a line minimizing
fitting distance. The width of is the double of fitting distance, see Fig 1. This applies to the Euclidean case as well
as to the Laguerre case:
Definition 1 We define the
y Laguerre fit distance between a
circle Z in >A y and a line as the Laguerre distance between
the point on closest to the centre of Z and Z . We define the
Laguerre fitting distance
between a set  of directed circles
y
in >? and a line asy the largest Laguerre fit distance from
a circle Zt and . The Laguerre fitting line is defined
as a line minimizing the Laguerre fitting distance. In >s@
the Laguerre fitting
y line of a set of points > @ can be
viewed as a line in the plane Jc minimizing the largest
Laguerrey distance from a point of  to its nearest point on
the line . The Laguerre width of a set  is the double of
Laguerre fitting distance between  and the Laguerre fitting
line, see Fig 1.
The direction of the Euclidean fitting line of  points is
defined by a pair of points, see Fig. 1 a). It is not longer
valid for the Laguerre fitting line. The following lemma establishes the analogous property for the definition of the Laguerre fitting line.

y

Lemma 2 The Laguerre fitting line of  circles in the plane
y
is defined by either 3 or 2 circles at largest distance from .
In both cases the fitting line is equidistant from these circles
in Laguerre geometry. The Laguerre fitting line defined by 2
circles corresponds to the chordale of these two circles.




y

Figure 2: Rotation of around

in clockwise order.

Proof. The
in Fig. 1
y cases of 2 and 3 circles areof illustrated

b,c). Let be the Laguerre fitting line
circles.
If
all ciry are on the same side

cles
at
the
largest
distance
from
of
y then  can be improved by translating the line y towards
y
these circles. By rotating the line we can also reduce the
distance  if the nearest points on  for the circles at distance  form two disjoint sequences corresponding to the
y
sides of , see Fig. 2. Otherwise there are either 2 or 3 circles
y
equidistant from , see in Fig. 1 b,c).
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The brute force approach using Lemma 2 leads to the algorithm for computing the width of a set of points in the
Laguerre geometry with CA¦- running time. Indeed, there
are EI pairs and Y@I triples of points defining the fitting line. Each pair of points generates one possible fitting
line and each triple of points generates at most 3 fitting line.
To check each candidate line the algorithm computes all the
distances from the circles to the line in linear time.
In this section we present two algorithms for computing
the Laguerre width and the Laguerre fitting line. The first
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algorith
§ m is based on the technique of rotating calipers and,
for this, we introduce a generalization of the notion of the
convex hull to the Laguerre geometry. The second algorithm
is based on lower envelopes of bivariate functions and has
better running time (although it is less practical).
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Definition 3 (Laguerre convex hull) The Laguerre convex
hull P¬«C®Q of a set ®¯~a is the smallest subset of a
such as any linear combination of two elements g° and g)± of
P¬«C®Q belongs to P¬«®Q .

Q
F

\Q² D CP¬«®QH³c

This is equivalent to saying that
¬«µ´ \ ² D ®QH¶ , where ¬« denotes the traditional convex
hull in >A@ , or the Laguerre convex hull of ® is the image of
the convex hull of the point set ·>u@ such as \ Cwuc®
by \ .
This convex hull is particularly useful for computing the
Laguerre width. We use the prefix ¸ to denote the boundary
of a set.
Lemma 4 The Laguerre fitting line of a set ®^¹a is defined
D
by circles of \ ´ ¸¬« ´ \ ² ®Q ¶¶Pº ® .
Proof. We will prove it by contradiction. Assumey that one
of the circles (say Z ) determining the fitting line of a set
D
®x
to \ ´V¸¬«µ´ \ ² ®Q¶¶ º ® . Let
¼ c»\ a ² does
D CZK .notOurbelong
first assumption is equivalent to saying
¼
D
that is in the interior of ¬«½´ \ ² C®Q¶ . Let  be the line
of the plane of equation Jc in >u@ whose equation in this
y
plane is the same as equation. In > @ , the locus of points
that are at the fitting distance o from the line  is a quadric
 of axis of symmetry  . Since Z defines the fitting line, ¼
belongs to  . Let ¾ be the closest point on the vertical plane
¼
containing  from . Let ¿ be the intersection point of the
¼
¼
ray from in the direction of the straight line C¾ ¼  away
D
from ¾ and ¬«À´ \ ² ®Q¶ (see Figure 3). Since
is in
D
the interior of ¬«À´ \ ² ®QH¶ and on  , ¿ and the vertical
plane containing  lie on opposite sides with respect to  .
Thus, the Laguerre distance from ¿ to the point of  closest
to ¿ is greater than o . Consider now the polygonal facet
Á of ¬« ´ \ ² D $®Q ¶ which contains ¿ . At least one vertex
Á
(say Â ) of lies on the same side as ¿ with respect to  .
Thus the Laguerre distance from Â to the point of  closest
D
to Â is larger than o . But Â is a vertex of ¸¬« ´ \?² $® ¶ º
D
\ ² ®Q . Thus the fit distance of \ jÂm is greater than the

fitting distance, a contradiction.
We propose the following algorithm for computing the Laguerre width.
1. Map the circles to the Laguerre geometry and compute the convex hull of the corresponding points. Remove
the points in interior of the convex hull. Remove the corresponding circles.
2. Apply the technique of rotating calipers. At every moment the algorithm maintains 2 or 3 circles defined the fitting
line.
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Figure 3: The proof of Lemma 4.
3. Compute the smallest fitting distance from rotating line
to the circles from Step 2.
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Let Ç
be the Laguerre width of the set ~cµÈÉZ D-FKÊKÊÊ%FHZKË+Ì
of  circles. Let W ° B ° FHG °  be the centre of Z ° and k ° be the
radius of Z ° . We show how to compute Ç in EHÉ time.
The algorithm finds a line minimizing the Laguerre fitting
distance among (i) vertical lines and (ii) non-vertical lines.
Then Ç is the smallest value among these two.
Vertical line. Since we can spend A time, we compute one number BÎÍ for every pair of circles CZ ° FHZ ± %FKÏÑÐÒÓv
Ô ÐÒ such that the Laguerre distances from the line B`c^B
Í
to Z ° and to Z ± are the same. There is one such value since B Í
satisfies the following condition which is a linear equation in
terms of B

Í
C B Í MRB °   MRk ° cUCB Í MRB ±   MNk ±  Ê

We obtain at most Ó`MSÏI values of B Í (a pair CZ ° FZ ±  can
be ignored if B ° cB ± and k ° ck ± ). Then we sort these values and traverse them in sorted order. We maintain the pair
of circles on each side of the line BNcUB Í that maximize the
Laguerre distance to BtcUBÎÍ . Every event can be processed
in  ÏI time. The smallest value of the Laguerre fitting distance is achieved at one of the events.
y
Non-vertical line. We assume that the equation of is Gwc
i B O¹Õ where i+F Õ l> .
Lemma 5 The projection of a point CZ-Fo  onto a line
i B O¹Õ is the point with the following coordinates

Ö

ZQMRi ÕAO 7i o F 7i Z O¹ÕÓO i7Ko Ê
Ï O i
Ï O i ×

Grc
(1)
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PrØ oof. Let B{jFHG7{© be the point from (1). It suffices to verify
that (i) G,{QcÙi Bq{ O^Õ and (ii) the vector CBE{ÎMÚZ-F=G{)MÚo  is
perpendicular to the vector =Ï<Fi7 . The first condition follows
from

iB{O Õ c
c

ÕAO
O Õ
i Z MÛÏ i O i 7i o ¹

i7ZMÛi  ÕAO i  o O¹ÕAO i  Õ Ú
c G {Ê
Ï O i

O

ZQMRi ÕAO i o MRZ
Ï O i
O¹ÕAO
i) i7Z Ï O i  i7Ko MÛo7cSÊ

Let W+{°y CBq°{ F=G° {  be the projection of
the line . By Lemma 5

ÞÕ O
B {° c B ° MÛÏ i O i i G °


WE°=F=cÝÏ<FKÊÊKÊ%FH
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iB ° O ÕAO i7%G ° Ê
°{ c
Ï O yi 
The Laguerre fitting distance between Z ° and is equal to
L ßáà-â
Ç ° c
V,FCB { MNB °   O CG { MRG °   MNk ° %Ê
Thus Ç ° ÐÒÇ is equivalent to
CB { MNB °   O G { MRG °   Ð k ° O Ç  Ê
Lower envelope of bivariate functions.
Let ã
c
ÈIDÉFKÊÊKÊKF|-Ë+Ì be a collection of  bivariate functions, all algebraic of some constant degree. The lower envelope äå of
ã is defined as
ßwçéè
äuå¬æEc ° -°æE%Ê
and G
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Theorem 6 (Agarwal et al. [1]) The lower envelope of a
collection of  bivariate functions, all algebraic of some
constant degree, can be computed, in an appropriate model
of computation, by a deterministic divide-and-conquer algorithm, in EÉ time, for any Re , where the constant
of proportionality depends on  and the maximum algebraic
degree of the given functions (and of their domain boundaries).
We define  bivariate functions

 ° Vi+F Õ ÓcB { MRB °   O G { MRG °   MRk ° FH?cUÏ<FKÊÊKÊ%FHAÊ

We apply the algorithm from Theorem 6 to compute the
lower envelope of the functions  ° . It produces a subdivision of the Ci+F Õ  -plane into ÓHÎÉ faces, edges and
Ô
vertices. For a given face ê , there exists an index
ßçìè that, for any point ViqF Õ ëê , the minimum value
such
°-°HCi+F Õ  is achieved by -±Vi+F Õ  . We find the maximum value -±ViqF Õ FÉCi+F Õ ê . The maximum value over
all faces, edges and vertices of the subdivision is Çw . Therefore we proved the following result.
Theorem 7 The Laguerre width of a set of
plane can be computed in  time.
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